
FORM A

IN THE COURT OF ADDL SESSIONS JUDGE(FTC), SONITPUR, TEZPUR

Present: Sri Nisanta Goswami,
Addl. Sessions Judge(FTC),
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

IDate of the Judgment]
09-01-2023

[Sessions Case No 198 12019]

(Details of FIR/ Crime and Police Station)

STATE OF ASSAM OR

Smti "A"

REPRESENTED BY Sri A. Baruah. Additional P,P.

ACCUSED PERSON

1. Sri Jagadish Barman,

Son of- Sri Monmohan Barman.

Resident of Bhatlaguri.

P.S.- Pundibari,

District- Coach Behar.

REPRESENTED BY

I/ Sessions Case No. 198 of 2019

Giyasuddin, Advocate.
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FORM B

Date of Offence Since last four years from the date of
lodging ejahar and on 24.08.2018.

Date of FIR. 19-03-2018

Date of Charge-sheet 25-06-2018

Date of Framing of Charges 09-43-2022

Date of commencement of evidence t3-06-2022

Date on which judgment is reserved NIL

Date of the Judgment 09-01-2023

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any

Accused Details

Rank of

the

Accused

Name of

Accused

Date c

Arrest

Date of

Release

on Bail

Offences

charged

with

Whether

Acquitted

or

convicted

Sentence

imposed

Period

of

Detention

undergone

during Trial

for purpose

of Section

43B,Cr.P.C.

BSF

Jawan
Sri

Jagadish
Barman

Nil. Anticipatory
bail dated

25.05.2018.

Section
4201376
of IPC.

Convicted

RI for 10
years and
to pay a

fine of
Rs10,000

l-, ild sr
for three
months
uls 376
of IPC &

RI for
one year
uls 4L7
of IPC

Nit.
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I

A Prosecution

Form C
LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES

Defence Witnesses. if any:

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE (EYE

WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL

WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS, OTHER

WITNESS)

PW-1 Smti "A" Com pla i na nt/l nforma nt(victi m ).

PW-2 Smti Subhadra Ray Other Witness.

PW-3 Sri Balin Patangiya
Other Witness.

PW-4 Md Safayatul Islam Other Witness.

PW-5 Md Mahmadul Hassan Other Wltness.

PW-6 Sri Hari Chetry Other Witness.

PW-7 Sri Tarun Hazarika Police Witness (l/O).
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B.

RANK NAME

NIL NIL NIL



C. Couft Witnesses. if any:

LIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS

A Prosecution:

B. Defence:

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL NIL NIL

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

1 P.Ext -1& P.Ext.2lPW-7 Ejahar& 164 statement of the victim.

2

3

4

P.Ext-3/PW-3

P.Ext-4/PW-4

Daily Inmate Register of Hotel your
Room

Daily Inmate Register of Hotel Metro

P.Ext-5/PW-3 Daily Inmate Register of Hotel Jironi

5 P.Ext.6/PW-7 Sketch map

6 P.Ext.TlPW-7 Charge sheet

a

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

NIL NIL Nit
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C. CourtExhibits

D. Materialobjects:

DescriptionExhibit Number

]UDGMENT

Facts of the case

1. The prosecution's case, in brief, is thaton 19-03-

2018 one Smt. "A" (name withheld) lodged an ejahar

before the then OC, Tezpur Police Station stating inter

alia that since last two years of lodging of the ejahar

there was a love affair between the informant and the

accused Jagadish Barman. The accused is a BSF

personnel and he promised to marry the informant and

on that promise he committed rape on her forcefully.

Subsequently, the accused refused to marry the
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informant and he started rooking for another girl for
marriage and thereby the accused cheated her.

2. Based on that ejahar, Tezpur

No.560/2018 was registered u/s 4201376

started investigation. After completion

investigation, a charge sheet was submitted

accused Jagadish Barman u/s 42Ol376IpC.

offences were exclusively triable by the

Sessions; the learned jurisdictional

committed the case to the Court of Sessions.

P.S Case

and police

of the

against the

Since the

Court of

Magistrate

3. cognizance of the offence was taken. when the

accused person appeared before the Court, charges

were framed against the accused under section u/s.

3761420 of IPC. when the charges were read over to
the accused, he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried. Thus, the case proceeded to the trial stage.

4. The following Sloints

determination in this case:

were taken up for

(1) whether the accused Jagadish Barman since last

two years from the date of rodging ejahar on

22-03-2018at Parbati Nagar under Tezpur and also in
hotels under different ps, committed rape on the
informant namely Smt. 1\A/' on several occasionsYJ

0{-:l
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forcefully and thereby committed an offence punisltable

uls 376 of IPC?

(2) Whether the accused Jagadish Barman cheated the

victim Smt. \\A' by deceiving her by inducing her to

deliver her body to him for satisfaction of his lust with a

promise to marry her and thereby committed an

offence punishable u/s 420 of IPC?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :

5. During the course of the trial, the prosecution

side adduced evidence of 7(seven) witnesses including

the IO. The accused was examined u/s 313 of CrPC. No

evidence was adduced from defence side.

6, I have heard the learned Addl. PP for the State

and also the learned Counsel for the accused. I have

also perused the materials on record.

7. For the sake of convenience and brevity both the

points are taken up together for discussions.

Whether the accused had phvsical relation with

the victim? .

B. The evidence of the victim (PW 1) shows that the

accused had physical relation with her on various

occasions. PW 1 "A" has stated in her evidence that in

the year 2017 the accused came to Tezpur and after

r.o arrival at T
: ,sessions Case No. 198 of 2019

the accused requested the PW 1 for
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assistance. The PW 1 along with her friend pinky Ray

went to Kekorapool and brought the accused to their

residence. The accused stayed at their residence for

one day and thereafter he proposed to take her to
coach Behar for a pleasure trip. on the next day the

PW 1 went with the accused to coach Behar, believing

him in good faith he being the brother-in-law of her

maternal aunt. The parents of the accused lived in a
separate house whereas the maternal aunt of pw 1 and

her husband lived in another house at a distance. At

night the parents of the accused went to the house of
her maternal aunt pratima Rai to stay there for the

night and the PW 1 was kept with the accused in the

house where the accused and his parents generally

lives. In the meantime, a love affair grew between the

PW 1 and the accused. on that night itself the accused

promised to marry her and forcefully committed rape

on her. After one month of that incident on 03-08-2017

the accused, taking leave for one month, came to
Tezpur and boarded at Hotel Register and there from

he called the PW 1 in the hotel room and on trer

reaching there (with false pretext to her parents) the

accused gave her a tablet as safety measure from

pregnancy (contraceptive pills) and thereafter kept her

.,t!r in the said hotel room for two nights and maintained
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physical relation with her. The accused gave her

identity as his wife in the hotel for keeping her with him.

Since thereafter the accused very often used to come

to Tezpur from Shillong and stayed with her as husband

and wife thrice in Hotel Register and once in Hotel Your

Room and twice in Hotel Uruka (28tn February,20lB,

Saraswati Puja). Their stay at Hotel Uruka on

28.02.2018 was their last stay together as husband and

wife.

9. The victim (PW 1) was cross examined by the

defence at length but nothing was elicited from her

which negates the fact that the accused had

established a physical relation with her. In her cross

examination the PW t has stated that since the accused

was the brother-in-law of her maternal aunt, so, with

permission from her guardian she went with him to

Coach Behar. At that time there was a cordial family

relation between the accused and her family. The PW 1

was also asked as to whether the accused visited

Tezpur for official work. She expressed her ignoran€e

about this. The PW 1 also stated that at first the

accused forcefully committed rape on her. Thereafter,

he promised to marry her and on such promise the PW

1 continued to live with the accused whenever he asked

and maintained physical relation with him.,J
@9*,.,0"
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10. The evidence of the Managers of the hotels, in

which the accused stayed with the victim girl as

husband and wife, also corroborates the evidence of

the victim (PW 1). PW 3 sri Balin patantiya has stated

that on 26.12.2017 he was serving as Manager of Hotel

"Your Room" situated at Ranu Singh Road in the

backside of Anowar Hall. On that day one inmate,

namely, Jagadish Barman S/o Monmohan Barman,

Serviceman, R/o Bhetlaguri, pS- Kotowali Dist- Coach

Behar stayed in their hotel for the night. The pW 3
being Manager of the said hotel entered the name and

address of the said inmates in the Dairy Register (Daily

return of new arrivals). Room No. 102 of hotel 'your

Room' had been allotted to inmate Jagadish Barman.

on 27-L2-20L7 Jagadish Barman left their hotel leaving

the allotted room No.102. The pw 3 identified the

accused Jagadish Barman as the inmate who stayed in

their hotel "Your Room" in room No. LOZ on 26-12-

2017.The daily register is maintained with euadra
copies and three copies thereof are regurarly sent to
the concerned local police station. The pW 3 has

exhibited the Daily Register of hotel ..your Room,, for

the year 2017 as Ext.P.3. Ext.p,3(l) is the retevant

entry dated 26-L2-2017 wherein the name of inmate

Jagadish Barman had been entered as inmate of Roomr'

0f Sessions Case No, 198 of 2019 Page 10
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No. 102. Ext.P.3(2) is the signature of inmate Jagadish

Barman. Ext.P.3(3) is his signature. The PW 3 has

stated that they have another hotel in the name of

"Jironi" and the accused also stayed in that hotel near

the EMM Hospital, Tezpur. The PW 3 has exhibited the

Daily Inmates Register of their hotel Jironi commencing

from 26-12-2017 till 12-01-2018 as Ext.5. Ext.5(1) is

the relevant entry dated 27-L2-2017 whereby Room No.

109 of Hotel Jironiwas allotted to inmate Jagadish

Barman and he stayed there for one day. Ext.P.5(2) is

the signature of inmate Jagadish Barman and Ext.P.5(3)

is his signature.

11. PW4 Md Safayatul Islam, who was the Manager

of Hotel Metro,has stated that he knows the accused

Jagadish Barman who lived in their hotel, namely,

"Hotel Metro" with his wife. The "Hotel Metro" is

situated at Masjid Road, Tezpur. The PW 4 has

exhibited the daily inmate register of Hotel Metro,

Tezpur as Ext. P.4. Ext. P.4 reveals that on 03-08-

2017 at about 2.30 pm one Jagadish Barman, S/O

Manmohan Barman accompanied with his wife Smti *A'

came to Hotel Metro and asked for a room for their stay.

Accordingly, he was allotted room no. 111 and they

stayed together in the said room for two days as

husband and wife. Ext. P.4 (1) is the relevant entry on

lsessions Case No. 198 of 2019 I)agc 11



03-08-2017 whereby room no. 111 of Hotel Metro,

Tezpur was allotted for stay of Jagadish Barman with

his wife smti "A". Ext. p. 4(2) is the signature of
Jagadish Barman and Ext. p. 4(3) is the signature of
PW 4. Again on z2-08-zot7 at 7.00 pm the said

Jagadish Barman and his wife smti "A" came together

to their Hotel Metro, Tezpur for stay and the pw 4,

being manager of the said hotel, allotted them room no.

111 and they stayed together as husband and wife in

the said room continuousty for 3 (three) days. Ext. p.

4(4) is the relevant entry in the Ext. p. 4 retating to
allotment of room no. 111 to Jagadish Barman and his

wife smti "A' on 22-08 -2017 wherein Ext. p. a (5) is

the signature of inmate Jagadish Barman and Ext. p. 4
(6) is his signature in the daily inmate register.

tz. In his cross-examination the pw4 has stated that

. Both Jagadish and Smti "A" went together to their hotel

and Jagadish Barman asked for allotment of room in
their hotel Metro for stay with one smti ,,A,, giving her

identity as his wife. Both of them had given their
identity proof and thereafter the room was allotted. As

Jagadish Barman took the room for stay with his wife

so Jagadish only put his signature in the inmate register.

Both Jagadish Barman and the lady accompanying him

Page J.2



had given their identity as husband and wife for st'ay in

Hotel Metro, Tezpur.

13. PW5 Mahamadul said that his father Haidar Ali is

the proprietor of Hotel Metro situated at GD Road, near

Bar Masjid, Tezpur. His father is a contractor by

profession and as such he remains busy in his work and

the Hotel Metro is entrusted to him by his father to look

into its affairs. In the last part of 2015 he had engaged

Safayatul Isalm, S/o Late Abdul Somed of Bhojkhow

Chapori as Manager of their hotel and he continued as

Manager in their hotel for four years. Safayatul Islam

being Manager of their hotel, used to maintain the Daily

Inmates Register of their hotel during his tenure. Ext. 4

is the Daily Inmates Register of hotel "Hotel Metro"

commencing from 01-8-2017 tll 24-08-2017.

14. The evidence of PW 4 squarely suggests that the

accused Jagadish Barman stayed with the victim girl in

a hotel at Tezpur and he introduced her as his wife.

This corroborates the evidence of the victim girl (PW 1).

It appears from the above that the accused friO

established physical relation with the victim "A" initially

at his home at Coach Behar and thereafter at different

hotels in Tezpur.
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physical relation with the accused?

15. The learned counsel for the accused has argued

that the victim "A" was a major and she had a love

affair with the accused and that she was a consenting

party for establishing physical relation with the accused.

The learned counsel has mentioned in his written

argument that the evidence of the hotel managers (pw

3 to PW 6) shows that that the victim stayed in the

hotels with the accused but their evidence doesn't

suggest that she was subjected to rape or any forceful

act on the part of the accused.

16. In this context it is worth noting that the

prosecution case is based on the proposition that the

accused obtained consent of the victim girl, for her

physical relation with him, on the false promise of
.' marriage. The allegation is not of forceful sexual

intercourse. The evidence of the victim (pw 1) makes it

clear that initially the accused appried some force but

thereafter she got swayed with the promise of marriag@

made by him and then she gave her consent.

Thereafter she continued to rive with the accused

whenever he asked her and maintained physical

_ relation with him. Hence the case is basically of giving

consent under misconception of facts. The victim waslair .--cffi't'
( ru*;sru:;r$'
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under the impression that the accused would marrli her.

But when the accused refused to sign the documents

for Court marriage and she received the information

that the accused was looking for a girl for his marriage,

she came to know that the accused had deceived her.

Section 90 of the Indian Penal Code provides that

consent is not such a consent as it intended by any

section of this Code, if the consent is given by a person

under fear of injury, or under a misconception of fact,

and if the person doing the act knows, or has reason to

believe, that the consent was given in consequence of
such fear or misconceptioflEmphasis supplied).

17. In the present case the evidence shows that the

accused was trusted by the victim and her family

members since he is a distant relation of the victim. He

was an unmarried person and was working in the BSF

at the relevant time. Hence when the accused promised

to marry the victim girl, she believed him. On such

belief the victim girl even consented to have physical

relation with the accused. She had not made any

complaint before her family members or anyone else till

the time she came to know that the accused was

looking for some other girl for his marriage. The

evidence of PW 1 shows that on 28.02.2018 she stayed

with the accused together as husband and wife at Hotel

Sessions Case No. 198 of 2019 Pagc 15



Uruka for the last time. Thereafter the pw 1 brOught

the relevant papers/ forms for solemnization of their

court marriage but the accused refused to sign those

papers on the pretext that he has some construction

works in his house. He also asked the girl to appear in

her Higher secondary examination and promised that
thereafter he would marry her. However, during the

continuation of her examination the pw 1 came to
know that the accused had taken leave for two months,

that he was staying in his house at coach Behar and

that he was looking for a girl for his marriage. This

shows the culpable mental state of the accused. These

facts could not be rebutted during the cross

examination of the pW 1.

18. The accused approached the victim girl taking

advantage of his relation with the victim's mother. The

", evidence of pw 1 shows that the accused is the

brother-in-law of her maternal aunt pratima Ray. In the
year 2015 she, along with her family, went to coach

Behar to attend the marriage of pratima Ray. In the

marriage the accused himself introduced with her.

Thereafter the accused somehow collected their mobile

number and thereafter made calls over phone. The

accused used to address her mother as ,, didl,.

subsequentlythe accused started talking with her over

Sessions Case No. 198 of 2019 Page 16



phone very often and a friendship developed between

them, In 2017 the accused came to Tezpur and stayed

at their residence for one day and thereafter he

proposed to take her to Coach Behar for a pleasure trip.

The mother of thevictim Smt. Subhadra Ray(PW 2) has

stated that after about four months of the marriage of

her sister Pratima, once the accused made a phone call

to her and told her that he intends to come to her place.

She could not refuse him since he is their relative. After

one day of making phone call, accused arrived at

Tezpur. Accused stayed for the night at their residence

and in the night accused proposed to take her daughter

with him to Coach Behar for a pleasure trip. Although

she refused the proposal of the accused, but he

somehow forcefully took her daughter with him to

Coach Behar. In Coach Behar on the very first day the

accused established physical relation with the victim.

There is no rebuttal of these evidence in the cross

examination of PW 1 and 2. This shows his prurient

interest on the victim. 
.

19, The PW t has further revealed that after return

from Coach Behar the accused gave the victim the

assurance that he will marry her, At that time the

accused was serving at Shillong as BSF Jawan. On 03-

08-2017 the accused came to Tezpur and boarded at

s Case No. 198 of 2019 Pagc L7
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Hotel Register and there from he cailed the pw 1 in the

hotel room and on her reaching there the accused gave

her a contraceptive tablet and thereafter kept her in the

said hotel room for two nights and maintained physical

relation with her. Thereafter again the accused came to

Tezpur and stayed with the victim in some hotel rooms

and had physical relation with her. These shows that he

came with the sole intention of having physicat relation

with the accused. But when the victim asked him to
sign the papers of court Marriage, he declined to do so

on different pretexts. The victim (pw 1) later on came

to know that the accused was looking for a girl for

marriage. The PW 1 got confirmation of this fact by

calling the best friend of the accused, who is also a BSF

Jawan and was serving at shillong and who knew about

the relation between her and the accused.

. 20. when the PW 1 got confirmed that the accused

was about to betray her, she went to Shillong, He of
BSF to meet the commanding officer of the accused

and apprised him about the detairs of the incident/acts

of the accused with her. The co inquired about the

veracity of the facts from the accused in her presence

and the accused produced some fake documents before

the co showing that he has already married

someone.As the accused has already married, as per

(0r"9 nrtftt'ont 
case No' 1eB or 201e
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the advice of the CO, the PW 1 lodged the ejahar.

Ext.P.1 is the ejahar wherein Ext.P.1(1) is her signature.

The PW 1 also exhibited her statement recorded by the

Magistrate as Exhibit 2. The PW t has stated in her

cross-examination thatat first accused committed rape

on her forcefully. Thereafter, he promised to marry her

and on such promise she continued to live with the

accused whenever he asked and maintained physical

relation.

2t. The IO of this case Tarun Hazarika (PW 7) has

exhibited the sketch map of the victim's house as Ext 6

and the Charge Sheet as Ext 7.

22. The conduct of the accused, as discussed above,

shows that he didn't have the intention to marry the

victim girl from the very beginning of their relationship.

23. The learned counsel for the accused has referred

to the decision of Shambhu Kharwar v. State of

Uttar Pradesh & Anr AIR 2022 SC 3901 in support

of their contention that the alleged victim was .a

consenting party to the act of sexual intercourse with

the accused and that there was no misconception of

fact in this case. In Shambhu Kharwar (Supra) the

Hon'ble Supreme Court has referred to the decision of

*/

fC*d
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Pramod Suryabhan pawar v. State of 2019 (g)
SCC 608, wherein it was observed that:

12. This Court has repeatedly held that consent

with respect to section 375 of the Indian penal

code involves an active understanding of the

circumstances, actions and consequences of the
proposed act. An individual who makes a

reasoned choice to act after evaluating various

alternative actions (or inaction) as well as the

various possible consequences flowing from such

action or inaction, consents to such action...

14. [...J Specifically in the context of a promise to

marry/ this Court has observed that there is a
distinction between a false promise given on the

understanding by the maker that it will be broken,

and the breach of a promise which is made in
good faith but subsequently not fulfilled...

16. Where the promise to marry is false and the

intention of the maker at the time of making tlrc
promise itself was not to abide by it but to
deceive the woman to convince her to engage in

sexual relations, there is a ,,misconception of
fact" that vittates the woman,s ,,consent,,. 

On the

other hand, a breach of a promise cannot be said
r,. rv'- %
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to be a false promise. To establish a'false

promise, the maker of the promise should have

had no intention of upholding his word at the

time of giving it. The "consent" of a woman

Under Section 375 is vitiated on the ground of a

"misconception of fact" where such

misconception was the basis for her choosing to

engage in the said act...

lB. To summarise the legal position that emerges

from the above cases, the "consent" of a woman

with respect to Section 375 must involve an

active and reasoned deliberation towards the

proposed act. To establish whether the "consent"

was vitiated by a "misconception of fact" arising

out of a promise to marry, two propositions must

be established. The promise of marriage must

have been a false promise, given in bad faith and

with no intention of being adhered to at the time

it was given. The false promise itself must be of
immediate relevance, or bear a direct nexus.to

the woman's decision to engage in the sexual act.

(Emphasis supplied)

- 20. The learned defence counsel has also referred to

. the decision of Deepak Gulati v. State of Haryana
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(2013) 7 SCC 675 where it was observed as

follows ........18. Consent may be express or implied,

coerced or misguideQ obtained willingly or through

deceit. consent is an act of reason, accompanied by

deliberation, the mind weighing, as in a balance, the

good and evil on each side. There is a clear distinction

between rape and consensual sex and in a case like

thiq the court must very carefully examine whether

the accused had actually wanted to marry the victim,

or had mala fide motives, and had made a false

promise to this effect only to satisfii his lust, as the

latter falls within the ambit of cheating or deception.

There is a distinction between the mere breach of a
promise, and not fulfilling a false promise. Thug the

court must examine whether there was made, at an

early stage a false promise of marriage by the accused;

and whether the consent involved was given after

wholly, understanding the nature and consequences of
sexual indulgence. There may be a case where the

prosecutrix agrees to have sexual intercourse on

account of her love and passion for the arcused, and

not solely on account of mis-representation made to

her by the accuseQ or where an accused on account

of circumstances which he could not have foreseen, or
which were beyond his control, was unable to marry
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her, despite having every intention to do so. Such

cases must be treated differently. An accused can be

convicted for rape only if the court reaches a

conclusion that the intention of the accused was mala

fide, and that he had clandestine motives.(Emphasis

supplied)

25. The evidence of the prosecution witnesses, as

discussed above, nowhere suggests that the victim girl

indulged in the sexual act with the accused only

because of her love and passion for the accused and

not with the expectation that the accused would marry

her. On the contrary the PW t has candidly stated in

her evidence that the accused promised to marry her

and on such promise the she continued to live with

him whenever he asked and maintained physical

relation with him. This statement was given by the PW

1 in her cross examination. Understandably her

evidence, which is incriminatory to the accused,

remained unrebutted,

26. There is a distinction between a false promise of

marriage and a subsequent breach of the promise to

marry. In the present case, the accused continued his

relation with the victim girl until she brought some

papers for their court marriage. As soon as the girl
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insisted for the court marriage, the accused declined

to sign those papers on different pretexts and

thereafter he took leave and started looking for a

different girl for marriage clandestinely. when his

commanding officer enquired about his affair with the

victim girl, the accused produced some documents to

show that he was already married. These conducts of
the accused show that he didn't have the intention to

marry the girl from the very beginning. His promise to

marry the girl was a false promise.

21. In his statement recorded u/s 313 of crpc the

accused has stated that the victim girl persistently

asked him to come to Tezpur at least once in a month.

As such he once came to Tezpur. This explanation

doesn't appear to be believable. The accused was not

a yokel. He is a service holder. It cannot be believed

that he was compelled by a college going girl to come

to Tezpur to meet her. The evidence of the hotel

managers have proved that the accused lived in some

hotels with the victim girl as husband and wife. This

shows that he established physicar relation with the

girl without any intention to marry her. It also reveals

that the victim girl consented for physical relation with

the accused under a misconception of fact.
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Delay in lodging FIR and contradictions:

28. The learned defence counsel has stated in his

written argument that there is a delay of two years in

lodging the ejahar. According to the learned counsel

there is no explanation for this delay. However, this

argument seems to be unfounded. Since the evidence

itself reveals that the accused established a physical

relation with the victim girl on the false promise of

marriage. She continued her relation with the

expectation that the accused would marry her.

However, when she observed that the accused was

reluctant to sign the court marriage papers and

thereafter when she came to know that the accused

was looking for some other girl for his marriage, the

victim/informant became conscious of the fact that

she has been deceived and thereupon she lodged the

ejahar. Hence the alleged delay in lodging the ejahar

has been sufficiently explained.

29. In the written argument it has also been stated

that the victim/ informant has given some improvis6d

version of the prosecution story in her evidence. Some

of those facts were not mentioned in the FIR as well

as the statement recorded under Section 161 CrPC.

However, the cross examination portion of the

evidence of PW 1 reveals that she was not confronted
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by the defence with her previous statements and FIR.

Since the contradictions, if any, were not proved; the

argument regarding contradictions is unfounded.

30. In view of the above discussions, it may be

concluded that the prosecution has proved their case

against the accused Sri Jagadish Barman uls 3761417

of IPC. Though charge was framed u/s 420 IpC, the

elements of the offence uls 420IpC are absent. There

was no delivery of property or any valuable security.

Section 222 of CrPC permits the Court to convict a

person for a minor offence although her is not

charged for it. As such, accused Sri Jagadish Barman

is convicted u/s 37614t7 of IPC.

Order on sentence:

31. After pronouncing the judgment in the open

Court, the accused and his counsel was heard on the

question of sentence. since the accused is convicted

uls 376 of IPC, for which the minimum punishment

prescribed is ten years, the accused cannot be

released on probation u/s 4 of the probation of

Offenders Act, 1958.

32. The statement of the accused has also been

' recorded in a separate sheet. The accused has stated*:
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that he is a married person and presently has a thild

of two years old. Moreover, the accused works as a

BSF Jawan and presently posted at Chattishgarh. It

has also been stated that the accused is the only

bread earner in his family and his parents, wife and

child are dependent on him.

33. I have considered all the aggravating and

mitigating circumstances of the case. The following

appears to be the aggravating circumstances:

i) The accused had continued a sexual relation

with the victim girl for a long period by deceiving

her,

The accused took advantage of his job and

family relation with the victim's family for

approaching the victim and

The victim girl was much younger and she was a

class XI student at the time of the incident.

The following are the mitigating circumstances: .

i) The accused is a married person having a

child,

ii) The accused is the sole bread earner and

his family is dependent on him and

ii)

iii)

34.
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iii) The accused had not raped the victim

forcefully, though he obtained her consent

with deception.

3s. Considering all the aggravating and mitigating

circumstances, the accused Jagadish Barman is

sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for ten years and

to pay a fine of Rs.10,000/- for the offence punishable

uls 376 IPC. In case of default in the payment of fine,

the accused shall undergo simple imprisonment for

three months. For the offence punishable u/s 417 rpc,
the accused is sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for

one year. Both the sentences shall run concurrently.

The period of detention, if ary, undergone by the

accused during the investigation and trial shall be set

off against the term of imprisonment imposed upon him.

36. The victim is a young girl and she was subjected

to sexual exploitation. As such the victim needs to be

compensated under the Victim Compensation scheme.

The Secretary DLSA, Sonitpur is requested to conduct

an enquiry to determine the quantum of compensation

for which the victim is entitled and to pay her the

amount determined.
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37. The bail bond furnished by the accused/ convict is

cancelled. Let the convict be sent to jail to serve his

sentence.

38. Let a copy of this judgment be furnished to the

accused free of cost. Let a copy of the judgment be

furnished to the District Magistrate, Sonitpur.

39. Given under my hand and seal of this court on

this 9th day of January, 2023.

ib.'
(Nisanta Coswdini)

Addl. Sessions Judge (FfC)
Sonitpur, Tezpur
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